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General existence of minimal surfaces with
prescribed flux

Shin Kato, Masaaki Umehara and Kotaro Yamada
Osaka Univ.

Introduction

Osaka Univ. Kumamoto Univ.

Let x : C U {oe} \ {qb'" ,qn} -+ R3 be a complete conformal minimal
immersion. For each end {Jj (j = 1, ... , n) of x, the flux vector is defined by

'Pi :=1 iids,
i;

where lj is a positively oriented curve SWTounding Qj, and Ti the conormal such
that (1', ii) is positively oriented. It is wen known that the flux vectors satisfy
a "balancing" condition so called the ftux fonnula

n

L!Pj = O.
j=1

The minimal immersion x is called an n:.end catenoid if each end qj is of
catenoid type. The catenoid and the Jorge-Meeks surfaces [JM] are typical ones.
ReCently, new examples öf n-end catenoids have been found by [Kar], [L], [Xu],
[RossI], [Ross2], [Kat] and [UY]. For any n-end eatenoid x, each flux vector !Pj
is proportional to the limit normal vector v(qj) with respect to the end qj, and
the scalar w(qj) := I.pj/41rv(qj) is called the weight of the end qj. In this esse,
the fiux fonnula can be rewritten as follows.

n

L 41rw(qj) v(qj) = O.
j=1

It should be remarked that. w(qj) may take a negative value.
We consider the inverse problem of the flux fonnula· proposed in [Kat] and

[KUY] as follows:

Problem. Far given unit vectors v := {VI)"" vn } in R3, antI nonzero real
numbers a := {a\ ... ,an} satisfying Ej=1 ajvj = 0 (we call such a pair (v,a)
ftux data), is there a (non-branched) n-end catenoid x : Cu{00} \ {ql' ... ,qn} -+

R3 such that v(qj) = Vj and aj is the weight at the end qj?
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We remark that Kusner also proposed a similar question (see [Rossl]).
Rosenberg and Toubiana [RT] found solutions with branch points in the category
that the Gauss map is of degree 1. But if one wishes non-branched solutions,
the degree of their Gauss map must be n - 1, which is the case just treated in
this paper.

The problem is not exactly affirmative. Hy the classification of Lopez [L],
we can see that the answer for n ~ 3 is "Yes" except for the case when two
of {Vj}i'=l coincide. Moreover, for n > 4, some obstructions exist as closed
conditions in the space of flux data as shown in our previous paper [KUY}. In
spite of these obstructions, the authors also showed in [KlN] that the inverse
problem is true for almost all flux data (v, a) when n = 4. In this paper, we
treat the case n > 5 and show the following theorem:

Theorem. For roch integer n ~ 3, the problem is solved lor almost all flux
data.

In Section 1, we reduce the inverse problem to seeking a sampling point sat
isfying certain non-degeneracy conditions. Two lemmas in Appendix A are ap
plied to complete the reduction. In Section 2, we shall give a proof of Theorem.
However, required technical caJ.culations are done in Section 3 and Appendix B.

The author are very grateful 10 Professors Yusuke Sakane, Ichiro Enoki and
Koji Cho for valuable discussions and encouragements.

1. Reduction

Aß shown in the previous paper, the inverse problem of the flux fonnula
reduces to finding solutions of a system of algebraic equations:

Theorem 1.1. ((KUYJ) Let (v, a) be a pair 01 unit vectors v = {Vb'." vn }

(n ~ 4) in R3 and nonzero real numbers a = {al, ... ,an} satisfying the balanc
ing condition:

(j = 1, ... ,n),

(1.1)

(1.2)

n

LajVj = O.
j=l

Then there is an evenly bmnched n-end catenoid x : Cu{00} \ { ql, ... ,lJn} -+ R 3

(qj =f. 00) such that the induced metric is complete at the end qj, v(qj) = Vj and
ai is the weight at the end qj (j = 1, ... ,n), il and only il there exist complex
numbers bl , ... ,bn satisfying the folloUJing conditions:

n
IJiL b"Pj - Pk = aj

.. = 1 qj - q"
Ic 'F j

(1.3)
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where P; := (1 (V;) , (1 : SJ -+ Cu {<X>} is the stereographic projection, and we
assume P; -:f; 00.

Moreover, the sur/ace x has no bmnch points i/ and only i/ the two the
polynomials

(1.4)

(1.5)

n n

Q(z) := L lJi II (z - qk),
;=1 k = 1

11 '#:-i
n n

P(z) :== L p;/J II (z - qk)
;=1 k =1

Ie'i';

are mutually prime and one 0/ them has degree n - 1.

Remark 1.2. When P; = rqj, the theorem reduces to the results in the first
author [Kat). In this case the system (1.2) and (1.3) reduces to

n

rbiLbk = ai
1e=1
11 t:.;

bi t b" [rI
2
q;qk + 1 = 0

Ie= 1 qj - q"
lIi:-i

(j = 1, ... , n).

AB seen in [Kat), the surface has no branch point if and only if ß := Ei=11J =I O.

By using the relation P(z)/Q(z) = rz-rß/ (2:j=1 bi /(z - qj)), it is also checked
directly from the last condition of the theorem.

Remark 1.3. The position of the ends {qt, ... ,qn} in the source domain C U
{oo} has the freedom of Möbius transformations. For example, the following
normalization is possible:

Qn = O.

Remark 1.4. The system of the equations (1.2) and (1.3) has another expres
sion

(1.6)

(1.7)
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Moreover we may replace (1.6) by

(1.8)

In fset, if we set

n
." Ik Pk . Pipjb' LJ u- = -a' .
t=l q; - qk Ip;l~ + 1
" '#;.i

then (1.2) and (1.3) are written 8S

(j = 1, ... ,n),

Pl'Y; - 6; = o!,

1t is equivalent to the relations

,; + p;6i = O.

that is (1.6) and (1.7). On the other band,

. Ip;j2 ·lpil2 - 1 ai a;
Pi;; = a

J
Ipil2 + 1 = a

J
Ip;l~ + 1 + Ipil2 + 1 = Pil; + 6; + Ip;j2 + 1 '

which yields (1.8).

Theorem 1.1 produces many n-end catenoids a.s seen in [Kat] and (KUY].
First, we fix our attention to the equation (1.3). We consider a matrix

(1.9) Ap := (PiPk + 1) ,
qj - qk ;,k=l,... ,n

f
where the diagonal components are interpreted as O. Then the vector t(b l , . •• ,bß

)

belongs to the kernel of the matrix Ap • AB shown in the later sections, it is rea
sanable to expect that the rank of the matrix Ap is generically n - 1. In this
case, t(b~, ... , bß

) should be proportional_ta an,r column vector of the cofactor
matrix Ap of Ap• (By the definition, ApAp = ApAp = (detAp)I holds.) So we
set

bp(q) = t(b~(q), ... , b;(q)) := the n-th column of the oofactor matrix Äp(q).

Now we projectify the problem: For fixed p := (Pt, ... ,Pn) E C, define a
rational map between tv.ro complex projective spaces

Hp = [f~, ... ,1;] :pn-l -. pn-l
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by

(1.10) O( ) t.i() '" k( )Pi - Pkf~ ql,' .. ,qn := up q L.., bp q~-
J:i;i qi - qk

(j = 1, ... ,n). ,

Weset
fi~(q) := ß(q)5 . ft(q),

where ß(q) is the diHerence product defined by

(1.11)
n

ß(q}, .. . , qn) := II (qj - qk).
i>k

It is easily seen that each fP.~ is a homogeneous polynomial in Ql, ..• ,qn and
Rp has another expression

:Flp = [li;, ... , fl;].

This projective formulation is reasonable in the following two senses:

• Any homothety of n-end catenoids changes their weights (a l , ... ,an) only
by a constant multiplication. 1t allows us to projectify the image of :Flp .

n -

'" Pi ~ = O.
~ IPi!2 + 1

t IPil
2

- 1ai = 0,
j=1 Ipil2 + 1

We define a subspace ~-4 in pn-l by

• Changing coordinates of n-end catenoids by homothetic transformations
corresponds to camplex muItiplications of (qI, ... , qn). (See Remark 1.3.)
It alIo'WS UB to projectify the domain of Rp.

Since Pi is the stereographie image of vi, the balancing condition (1.1) is
rewritten as

{

. n I 12 n - - n }
-4 0_ 1 n n-l . P; -1 . _ Pi· _ p;. _rv;: 0- [a, ... ,a ] E P I L I .1 2 1a-' - 0, L I _1 2 1aJ - 0, L I .1 2 1a3 - 0 .

;=1 PJ + ;=1 PJ + j=l PJ +

We will show that for open dense p E cn, the image of the map :Flp is
open dense in VV;-4, and next show that it covers open dense subset of the
totally real set Wa = {[al E ~-4; aj ER}. Then the image of the map Rp
contains [al E YVa for almost all fiux data (p, a), and Theorem in Introduetion
is obtained. H:Flp is a holomorphic map and there is a point at which the rank
of dJ=lp is n - 4, the surjectivity of the map follo'WS by the proper mapping
theorem. (See [GR].) But unfortunately, the map R p is singular on the set
nj=1 Z(fl~), where Z(ft~) ja the set of zeros of fi~. As shown below, we will
overcome this difficulty by a usual blowing up process.

Prom here, assume dim(VI, ... ,Vn ) = 3, where Vi := u-1(pj) and u is the
stereographie projection. Then clearly dim~-4 =n-4. We remark here that
dim VV;-4 = n - 4 holds for open dense p E cn. Now we have the following
lemma:
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Lemma 1.5. Far each p E Cn , the following relation holds:

where ..\p is the determinant 0/ the matrix ~ . Ap and Z(..\p) is the set 0/ zeros
0/ the homogeneow polynomial Ap.

(Proof.) Let q E Z(Ap) \ nj=l Z(f!4). H ~(q) = 0, then it is easy to see that
q E nj=l Z(flt)· Hence ß(q) =1= 0, and we get (1.2) with bi =bi(q) (j =1, ... ,n).
Recall Remark 1.4. Then the assertion of the lemma immediately follows by
Sl1mm;ng up (1.7), (1.6) and (1.8) for j = 1, ... ,no (q.e.d.)

We define an (n - l)-matrix Jp by

where
0. f/
ft:= f; (j = 1, ... ,n - 1).

The matrix Jp has a direet expression

J. = (8detAp • {81: .f:_jlc. BI;} _8detAp • {BI; .Jn_f,k. 8J;}) .
p oQn Bq; p p Bq; 8lJJ aqn P p OlJn .

J):=l, ... ,n-l

The following proposition playa an important role to establish Theorem in
Introduction.

Proposition 1.6. Suppose /hat there exist Uo E cn antI a point C = [Cl, ••• ,en] E

pn satisfying the folloUJing conditions:

(1) CI, ... , Cn are alt distinct;

(2) The rank 0/ the matrix Auo(c) is n - 1;

( )
8detA .

3 8Qn aq does not vantah at q =.c;

(4) The mnk 01 the matrix J1MJ (c) is n - 4;

(5) Two polynomials P(z) and Q(z) defined in (1.5) and (1.4) associated with
the data (q, p) = (c, Uo) and b = btJo (c) Me mutually prime and one 0/ them
has degree n - 1;
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(6) fto (c) f; 0 (j = 1, ... ,n);

(7) ci f; 0 (j = 1, ... , n - 1).

Then there exists an open dense subset U C cn and an open dense subset !lp
of the totally real set VVa = {[al E VV;:-4; a; E R} such that, for any p E U
anti {al E f!p, there exists an (non-branched) n-end catenoid with the fiux data
(p, a).

Hy the proposition, the inverse problem of the ß.ux formula can be solved
for almest all flux data if one succeeds to take such a point c. This will be done
in the next section. The outline of the proof of the proposition is as folIows.

By the condition (4), at least one (n - 4)-submatrix 81J(j of J1J(j is of rank
n - 4. Let 1 ~ }1 < j'J < ... < jn-4 < n be the indices of the columns of the
submatrix 8110 , and {mh 71l2, ma} their complement, name1y {mI, f1l2, ma} =
{l, ... ,n - 1} \ {il1 ... I in-4}' By Remark 1.3, we may restriet the flux map
into the following subspace of pn-l containing the sampling point c:

Now we define a homogeneous polynomial in ql, ... ,qn by

where I. is chosen sufficiently large so that det(ß(q)t8p (q)) is a homogeneous
polynomial in q1, ... ,qn, and Rp is the resultant of the two polynomials P(z)
and Q(z) of degree n-1 defined by (1.5) and (1.4). (It can be easily shown that
Rp is also a homogeneous polynomial with respect to q. Or one may replace
Rq by the resultant of P(q1Z) and Q(QlZ).) Then by the conditions (1)-(7),
c E vn-3 satisfies H1J(j(c) f; O. We prove the following

Lemma 1.7. The subset

U := {p E C"; Z(Ap) n ))"-a rt Z(Hp )}

is open dense in C", where Ap = det(t::" . Ap) is the hornogeneow polynomial
defined in Lemma 1.5.

(Proof.) Obviously U is an open subset of C". Suppose that U is not dense
in C". Then there exists an open subset V such that

(1.13)

7
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Since vn-3
rv pn-3, by Lemma A.1 in Appendix, (1.13) holds for any p E cn

such that Ap ~ o. But this contradicts the fset that Auo(c) = 0, Auo ~ 0 and
H1J()(c) # O. (q.e.d.)

Roughly speaking, if Rp has no singularities and is of maximal rank, then
it is surjective and we can find a pair (q, bp(q)) satisfying (1.2) and (1.3). Hut
unfortunately, :Flp has singularities on nj=l Z(I.e~). For this reason, we define
a new variety iJn-3 and a map R;: ))n-3 -+ VV;-4 instead. of vn-3and :Flp as
follo'WS. First we consider an algebraic set

)7"-3 = {([gI, ... , gn], [al, ... ,an]) E pn-l" Xpn-l j

~qml - Cmlq~ = 0, ~qml - Cmt qfß3 = 0,

ai IR!;, = ak fP4 (j, k = 1, ... ,n),

t lPil:l - 1ai = 0 t Pi ai = °t Pi ai = 0
;=1 \pj\2 + 1 ' j=l !p;\2 + 1 ' j=l IPil:l + 1

Ü=l, ... ,n)},
and define two canonical projections:

1r : yn-3 3 ([q], [al) t--. [q] E ym-3,
Tr' : yn-3 3 ([q], [al) t--. [al E vt-;-4.

(1.14) ));;3 := 7f-
1(V"-3 \nZ(fl~)) .

3:;:1

We denate the restriction of the first projection 7f to »n-3 also by Tr. We remark
that 1rlv::;g3 : Vnre83 -+ vn-3 \ nj=l Z(fe~) is bijective. On the other hand, we

denote the restrietion of the second projection 7r' to ))n-3 by

These two projectians are bath well-defined on yn-3. Let ))n-3 be the algebraic
closure of the set

"i3i" . ,'"m-3 'A 771-4
J ~ • Y -+ rvp •

The map F4 0 Tr is well-defined on Vnn;3, and coincides with the map F4.

Lemma 1.8. FOT" each p E U satisfying clim VV;-4 = n - 4, there exist9 an

irreducible component Xn - 4 ofthe algebraic set Z(-Xpo1r)n))n-3 such that Hp o1r
is not identically zero on Xn- 4 • In addition, the restriction 0/ the lifted ftux map
-:;:PI X'"n-4 'Am-4' . t'
J vp j"n.-4 : -+ r yp '13 suryec tve.
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(Proof.) Suppose that Z(Ap 0 1r) n ))n-3 C Z(Hp0 1r). Since Hp is identiC'Ally
zero on the singular set nj=l Z(ft~), it follows that

Z(Ap) n vn-3 C Z(Hp).

But this contradicts Lemma 1.7. Hence there exists an irreducible component
Xn - 4 of the algebraic set Z(..\p 0 1r) n im-3 such that Jlp 0 1r ia not identiC'Ally
zero on Xn- 4 • We set

X n- 4 := 1r(Xn - 4 ).

Now we take a point Xo E X n - 4 such that Hp(xo) =/; O. Consequently, we have
Xo f!/. nj=l Z(flt) and 80 Rp(xo) E ~-4 exists. We remark here that mt-th
component of Xo in the homogeneous coordinate is not equal to zero. Now W'e

take a coordinate of pn-l around Zo defined by

t.p: cn- 1
3 x = (Xb'" ,xmt-bXmt+b'" ,Xn)

t---t q = (Xb .. . ,Xmt-b 1, Xmt+h"" xnJ E pn-l.

Since we chose Xo so that Hp(xo) =/; 0, it holds that the derivative 8~Ap does
not vanish at Xo. So by the implicit funetion theorem, there exists a~ction
Qn defined on a sufficiently small neighborhood of Xo such that

..\p(Xb' .. , xm1-I, 1, xmt+b' •. ,Xn-b Qn(x»

= det Ap(xI, ... ,Xmt-l, 1, xmt+b"" Xn-b Qn(X» =O.

Since
X m1 = 1, x~ = ~, Xt'n3 = Cm..3 on vn-3

,
Cm1 Cm1

(X;1' ... ,x;,,-<t) is considered as a local coordinate system of the variety xn-4
around the regular point Xo. Since

adet Apladet Ap

8qjt Bqn
(l = 1, ... , n - 4)

holde, one can easily check that the condition det Sp(xo) =/; 0 implies that the
matrix

(
8(j; ocp) 8Qn 8(j; ocp»)--=--- +-----.;-.--

8x;t 8x;t 8xn
k=l,oo.,n-l; 1.=I,.00,n-4

is of rank n - 4 at xo. Hence the Jacobi matrix of Rp is of rank n - 4 at
Xo, and so is that of R; at 7r- t (xo). Thus by the proper mapping theorem.,
R;(Xn - 4 ) is an analytic subset of dimension n - 4 in the same dimensional
complex projective spare ~-4. Hence R;(Xn - 4) = ~-4. (q.e.d.)
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Lemma 1.9. Let YVa = {[al E ~-4; aj ER}. Then

{VV;-4 \ F4(Z(Hp 011") n Xn-
4)} n VVa

is an open dense subset in VVa.

(Proof.) By the proper mapping theorem and the theorem of Chow, F4(Z(Hp o
7r)) is an algebraic subset of VV;-4. Thus it is a closed subset in VV;-4 in

the usual topology. Hence {~-4 \ F4(Z(Hp 0 11") n xn-4)} n Y'Ya is an open
subset in Y\.R. Suppose that it is not dense in VVa. We may assume that
F4(Z(Hp 0 11") n xn-4) is common zeros of some homogeneous polynomials
nj=l Z(hj ). Then there exists an open subset in ~-4 on which each hj is
identically zero. Since Y\R is a totally real subset of the complex projective
space ~-4, by Lemma A.2 in Appendix we have

h1 = ... = h,. = 0 lAm-4on ryp •

This implies that F4(Z(Hp 0 7r) n xn-4) = VV;-4. So it holcls that

n - 4 = dim rv;-4 = dimF4(Z(Hp 0 7r) n Xn
-
4)

~ dim Z(Hp 0 1T) n Xn
-

4
::; dimXn

-
4 = n - 4.

By the irreducibility of Xn-\ we have Z(Hp 0 7r) n xn-4 = Xn- 4.

contradicts the fact that Hp(xo) -# O.
But this

(q.e.d.)

(Proof of Proposition 1.6) Let P be a point in U satisfying dim VV;-4 ~ n-4.
AB we mentioned before, dim vv;:-4 = n - 4 holds on an open dense subset of
{p E cn}. Then for any

[al E (VV;-4 \ F4(Z(Hp 0 rr) n Xn
-
4)) n YVa,

there exists x E x n- 4
\ Z(Hp ) such that Rp(x) = [al by Lemma 1.8 and Lemma

1.9. Since ft~(x) f. 0 and also the resultant Rp(x) does not vanish, (x, bp(x))
induces an n-end catenoid with the flux data (p, a) by Theorem 1.1. (q.e.d.)

For the later application, the following modification of Proposition 1.6 is
needed: Recall here that any elements of the matrices Ap and Jp are rational
functions in Pb ... ,Pn1 Pb ... ,Pn and q}, ... ,qn' Let Ap and Jp be the matrices
obtained by replacing Tin by Pm namely

(1.15) Ap := Ap(p}, ,Pn, fit,··· ,Pn-h Pn, qh·· ., qn),

(1.16) Jp := Jp(pJ, ,Pn,fit"",Pn-J,Pn,qJ, ... ,qn),

and let bt (resp. 1$, VV;-4) be the vector (resp. funetion, set) obtained by
replacing]in in bf, (resp. ft, VV;;-4) by fJn·

10



Proposition 1.10. Suppose that there exist Uo E cn and a point C = [Cl,' •• l en] E
pn satisfying the Jollowing conditions:

(1) Cl, ••• l Cn are all distinct;

(2) The rank 0/ Me matrix A'UO(c) is n - 1;

8detA .(3) 8Qn UQ does not vantsh at q = c;

(4) The rank 0/ the matrix JtJo(c) is n - 4;

(5) Two polynomials P(z) and Q(z) defined in (1.5) and (1.4) associated with
the data (q,p) = (c, Uo) and b = ~(c) are mutually prime and one 0/
them has degree n - 1;

(6) J~(c) i= 0 (j = 1, ... , n);

(7) ci i= 0 (j = 1, ... , n - 1).

Then there exists an open dense subset U C cn and an open dense subset
!lp 01 the totally real set Wa = {[al E ~-4; Bi E R} such that, IOT p =
(PI, ... ,Pn) E U satisfying Pn E Rand [al E S'lp, there exists an (non-branched)
n-end catenoid with the flux data (P, a).

(Proof.) The proof of Proposition 1.6 works even if we replace Pn by Pn'
When Pn is real, Ap , Jp , i='4 and ~-4 coincide \Vith Ap , Jpl Rp and VV;:-4
respectively. (q.e.d.)

Remark .1.11. To salve the inverse problem of the flux formula, we may assume
that Pn E R ainee by a suitable rotation in {(x, y, z) E R3}, we can choose
that Vn is in the xz-plane. Hy the above modification of Proposition 1.6, the
parameter Pn (=the atereographie image of vn ) can be treated as a complex
analytic parameter.

2. Finding a regular point of the flux map

In the previous section, we reduced our inverse problem to finding a regular
point of the flux map. However, the following diffieulties arise in this process.

• AB seen in [Kat] and [KUY], n-end catenoids with many symmetries are
easy to construct. Hut unfortunately, they are not expected 10 be a regular
point of the flux map beca.use of their symmetries.

• If we take a less symmetrie n-end catenoid, the computation of the rank of
the flux map is very complicated and hard 10 caleulate even by oomputer.

11



(2.1)

Th avoid these difficulties, we first take an n-end catenoid with many symme
tries, and next consider aperturbation of it which attains the desired properties.

Set m :== n - 1. First we consider aI-parameter family of (m + 1)-end
ca.tenoids given in [Kat];

Pj :== r(j-l (j == 1, ... ,m), Pm+1:== 0,
rn-I m(m-l)

a1 == ..• == am := r(r'2 + 1), am +1 := r(r2 -1),
2 2

q '- ;-;-1 (J' - 1 m) q .- 0j .- ~ - , ... , , m+1·-,
rn-I

b1 == ..• == bm := 1, bffl+1:= __(r2 - 1),
2

where r > 0, r f:. 1 and ( := exp(27rA/m). In fact, they are (m + 1)-end
ca.tenoids without brauch points by Remark 1.2, and are invariant under the
action of the cyclic group Zm. Unfortunately, aB we shall see below, Jp(q) =
Jp(q) == 0 holds for any of these examples, namely they a1l are singular points
of the flux maps. However, we will show that there exists a regular point near
them.

Note here that the matrix Ap(q) (defined in (1.9)) for the example above is
given by

0 ~ 1+r2C'..-1 1
flJ-q2 l1:J-flm ql-q"'+l

1+~,-1 0 1±r2r-2 1
q2-ql 1l'J-q.,. q2-q...+l

(2.2) Ap(q) =
1+,.2,-1.....- 1 ) l+r2 C- lrn - 2 ) 0 1

q.,.,..-q) q... -1l:I 9m-q.,.,..+1

1 1 1 0......+I-ql q.,.+I-92 9m+I-9m

'Now; We oonsider al-parameter family of matrices

0 ~ l±eC.....- 1 1
ql-t/2 flJ-"'m q'-q....+l

!.±.t!C 0 1+IJC-2 1
92-q1 q2-q... 9-2-q.,.+1

(2.3) A(qJJl) :=

l±e(-I...-l) 1te,-I"'-2) 0 1
q,.,,-ql q... -92 q.,.,..-q...+l

1 1 0
~J-qJ q....+l-Q2 q...+l-q...

By comparing (2.2). with (2.3), we have A(q, r 2 ) == Ap(q) for p aB in (2.1).
When we evaluate it at q == cf := (I, (1, ... ,c;m-1, 0), we have
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0 ~
1+5",-1 11-( l-c;m-I

l,r,-1 0 1+1l~-2 (-1
-1 (1_ i

(2.4) A(qO,~) =
l+p,-(",-J) 1111'-' ....-2) 0 (-(rn-I)

("' I-I "' i_Ci

-1 -(-1 _(-(rn-I) 0

We rem.ark that the matrix A(cf, p.) has the simplest form when IL = -l.
The following lemma holds.

Lemma 2.1. The (m + tl-matrix A(tf, 1-') is 0/ rank m except JOT finite values
0/ p. E R. Moreover A(cf,/-l) has a O-eigenvector given by

(
rn-I )

t 1, ... , 1, 2 (p. - 1) .

(Praof.) The second assertion is easily checked. Hence the rank of the matrix
A(tf, -1) is at most m. Moreover, it ia easy to see that the rank of the matrix
A(cf, -1) is m. 8ince each component of A(tf ,Jl) is a polynomial in IJ, the first
assertion is obtained. (q.e.d.)

Remark 2.2. Similarly, a O-eigenvector of t A(cf, J1-) is given by

Proposition 2.3. The Jollowing identity holds.

ßdetA( 0 ) = 0
8

q,p.
qj

(j = 1, ... , m + 1).

(Proof.) We denote the cofactor matrix of A (q, JL) by B (q, p.). By Lemma
2.1 and Remark 2.2, it can be easily checked that B(<f, Jl) is written in the form
B(cf,p.) = !(p.)S(p.), where f(j.L) is a polynomial in j.L satisfying f(-I} = 1,

(2.5)

1 1

1 t/J(J1.)

cp(p.) cp(J-L)' 1j;(p.)

13



and <p(J.L) and 7j;(jj) are explicitly given by

m -1 1{ }<p(jj) := 2 (J.L - 1), 7j;(p.) := 2 2jj - (m - 1)(jj + 1) .

Note here that

BdetA (8A )Bqj (q, J.L) = Tr aqj (q, J.L) •B(q, J.L)

always holds for any j. Denote the (k, l)-component of the matrix A(q, Jl) by
akl(q, J-L). Then we have

1 + JL(t- j

«;-1 _ (1-1)2
_(-2(;-1)

1 + J.L(;-k
«(k-1 _ (;-1)2
(-2(j-1)

o

(k = j; l = 1, ... , m; l:rf j)

(k = j; l = m + 1)

(k = 1, ... , m; k =1= j; l = j)"

(k = m+ 1;l= j)
elsewhere

for j = 1, ... ,m, and

8 {(-2(k-l) (k = 1, ... , m; l = m + 1)
8 °kl (qO,I1-) = _(-2(t-l) (k = m + 1; l = 1, ... , m)

qm+1 0 elsewhere

for j = m + l.
For j = 1, ... , m, by using the formula above, we have

8detA (BA )Bqj (cf, jj) = Tr Bq; (qO, J.L) •B (cf, J.L)

m 8ak" m 8aot
= L f(jj)r(cf,J.L) + L f(JL)7!-(qO,J.L)

.=1 ~ l=1 ~
k~j l#;

8Ct;m+1 .J) 8am+1j 0+ Bq; (Cj, JL)f(Jl)cp(p,) + Bq; (q, JL)j(jj)'lj;(JL)

_ {m 1 + p,(i-k _ m 1+ Il-<l-; _ -2(;-1) -2(;-1)" }
- /(p.) !ii ((k-1 - (i- 1)2 ~ ((i-1- (1-1)2 ( tp(ll) + ( 1/J(p.)

{

m-1 1 + p.(-k rn-1 1 + JL(k }
= /(p.)~2(j-1) ~ (1 _ (k)2 - ~ (1 _ (k)2 - (m - 2)p.

{

m-l 1 + (k }
= p./(p.)~2(j-1) ~ (k(l _ (k) - (m - 2)

= J.L!(J-L)C- 2
(j-1) {1:1

;k +1:1 1 ~ (k - (m - 2)}
1:=1 ~ k=1

= J-L!(JL)(-2U-1) {-1 + (m - 1) - (m - 2)} = O.

14



On the other hand, for j = m + 1, we have

8 det A J} ( BA 0 )8 (l/ ,~) - Tr ßq (cf, p.) . B(q ,p.)
qm+l m+l

m m- L (-2(k-l) f(j.L)cp(p.) - L (-2(1-1) f(j.L)'ljJ(J.L)
k=1 1=1

m

- f(Jl)(cp(J.L) - 1/J(p.)) L c-2k = O.
k=1

This completes the proof. (q.e.d.)

By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, it follows that JrqJ(cf) = 0 (r ER).
Therefore, we try to perturb a sampling point. To do this, we consider an
m-matrix r m+1(JL) by

._ (U1detA 0 8(jk/r+1
) ß2detA 0 8(j1c/rn+1

) 0 )
rm+l(~)'- 8 8 (q ,tt)· 8flj (cf,~) - 8 8 . (q l~)' 8lJm (q l~) 1

ql Qm+l ql qJ +1 j,.=l •... ,m

where we denote the (j, k)-component of the cofactor matrix B(q, J-L) by ßik(q, J-L),
and set

(2.6)

(Compare with the definition of the matrix Jp(q) and f:(q).) We prove the
following

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that there exists a positive number Jl such that the ma
trix r m+l(J.L) (n = m + 1 ~ 5) is ofrank m - 3(= n - 4) and

ß2det A 0
(2.7) B a (q ,/L) # O.

ql qm+l

Then, IOT each 01 almost alt fiux data, there exists an n-end catenoid with the
flux data.

Till now, we fix the parameter Pm+ 1 at

Pm+l = o.
Let UB now move the parameter Pm+ 1.
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Lemma 2.5. Let Jl # 1 be a positive real number such that f(JL) # 0, where
f(j1.) is a polynomial given by (f!.5). Then

8detAp(q) #0

8Pm+l

at the point q = tf = (1, (t, ... ,(ffl-t, 0) for p = V-J.Uf, where Ap(q) is defined
in (1.15).

(Proof.) We denote the cofactor matrix of Ap (q) by Bp ( q). Since Av'"""JUf (q) =
A~JUf(q) for any JL > 0, it holds that B...rJJlf(q) = B..ßqO(q) and in particular, we
have 13.,rJUf(tf) = B~IUf(tf) = B(qO, j1.). Then we have

8detAp(tf) I ,. = Tl' (8Ap(tf) I ·B...;'IMf(qO») .
8Pm+l P=...;'JMf ßpm+l p=::....rJMf

Since

8A (tf)1 {,_2(j_l) (j = 1, ... ,mj k = m + 1)
the (j, k)-component of a:m == -1 (j = m + 1; k = 1, ... ,m)

+1 p=.Jiiq'J 0 elsewhere,

by (2.5), we have

TI' (8Ap (tf) . B(qO, j1.»)
8Pm+1 p=::...ßqD

= f(jj) {cp(j1.) t (-2(k-l) - (m - l)1{;(Jl)}
~l

(m 1)2=-(rn - l)f(jj)1j;(jj) = 2 (jj - l)f(jj) f- O.

Now the assertion is clear. (q.e.d.)

qm+l = O.

(Proof of Theorem 2.4.) Since f{jj) is a polynomial in jj and f(j1.) ~ 0, by
our assumptions and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5, we can choose a positive number jj

such that f(JL) # 0, rank AJiiqO(rf) = m, rank r m+l(JL) = m - 3,

ß2detAv'~ (qo) f- 0 and acletAp(tf) I i= O.
aq1aqm+1 8IJm+1 P=...;'1Pf

Throughout this proof, we fix the parameters except for ql and Pm+l to the
same values as q = cf and P = .JP.tf:

- . r;;/"j-l ( . - 1 )Pi - V fA", J - , ... , m ,
- /";-1 ( . - 2 )

C/j-~ J- , ... ,m,
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Regard detAp(q) aB a function with respect to only ql and Pm+l, and apply
the implicit function theorem to the point (QbPm+l) = (1,0). Then' there
exist an open neighborhood U C C of 1 E C and a complex analytic function
Pm+l = Pm+l(Qd : U -t C such that Pm+l(I) = 0 and

det Apl = 0 (ql EU).
Pm+1=J>m.+ t< Ih )

Since rank A..;-J.Ufl (rf) = m, rank ApIPm+t=J>m+l(llt) = m holels also for Ql near 1.

Since A= A at P = v'J.Uf, by Lemma 2.3, we have

adet AV-JUf ( 0)---'--- q =0 (j=I, ... ,m+I).
8qj

On the other hand, the assumption (2.7) yields

8detAvI #0
8qm+1 Pm+l :::=tJm+l (QI)

for any ql i:- 1 enough dose to 1. Therefore we have

tim ({8(J:IJ;:+I) _~ .8(!:1J;:+1)} )
qt-l 8qj 8"det Ap 8qm+1

qm+l Pm+l=Pm+l(QI) . L.....l3,"'- ,...,m

= ({ 8(!;I1;:+1
) _ O;~8ip .8(1;1J;:+1

) } )

8qj 3'1 det Ap 8qm+1
Ql8llm+l p= 'fi4J;q=tf . L.....lvt"" 3,"'- ,...,m

(
ß2 det AV-JUf 0) -1

= a a (q ) rm+1(JL),
ql qm+l

and hence - -

rank lpl
Pm+l=Pm-+l (Ql)

=rank ({8(J:llp+l) _~ .8(J:llp+l)} )
8q; 8 det Ap 8qm+1

8qm+t Pnt+l=Pm+l(llt) j,k=l, ... ,m

=m-3=n-4

for any ql as above.
Since the initial sampling point q = ifJ, p = -rlJlf is chosen from the data

which realizes a non-branched n-end catenoid (n = m + 1), li.(qÜ) f:. 0 and
cf} i:- 0 (j = 1, ... , m), the other conditions in Proposition 1.10 are also satisfied
for ql near 1. Now, by Remark 1.11, we have proved the theorem. (q.e.d.)

Thua we will get our main theorem in Introduction, if the matrix r m+1(Jl)
is of rank m - 3(= n - 4) and (2.7) holels for same IJ > 0, which will be shown
in the next section.
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3. Computation of r m+1(tt)

In this section, we compute the matrix r m+1(JL) defined in the previous
section, and show that it is of rank m - 3 for almost all JL > 0, #- 1.

(Computation of ~(qO, JL) As before, we write A(q, Jl) =: (akt)k,l=l,_.,m+l

and B(q, Jl) ==: (ßkt)k,i=l, ,m+l' By (2.6), (2.5) and straightforward caleulations,
we have, for any k == 1, ,m,

and for k = m + 1,

(3.2) Or+
1

= /1/1 [m8ßm+l m+l + 'P t aßt m+l _ {fC(A/J(l-j Ü. = 1, ... ,m) ].
Bq; 8qj 1::;;1 8q; 0 (j = m + 1)

Hence we have only to compute f(Jj) and lJß6q;±1 (tf, JL). Denote the first

m x m-submatrix of A(qO, Jl) by AO(JL). Clearly f'P"/J == ßm+lm+l == det AO. Set
Cl :==diag[1 ,(1, ... , ("l-l]. Since CtAO is a cyelle matrix whose (j, k)-component
is equal to (1 + p(k-i )/(l - (k-i ), and whose diagonal components vanish, it
ca.n be diagonalized as C2-IC1AOC2 ==diag[1/JI, ... ,Wm], where .

(l == 1, ... ,m - 1)
(l == m).

Now we have
m

flp1jJ == (_1)m-1 IIWl.
t=1

18



(3.3)

Note here that 1/;1 = wand 7/Jm = -<p and that 'l/Jt(p.) 1= 0 holds for any p. > O,::j:. 1
(l=l, ... ,m).

To compute the derivatives g: (qÜ, p.) of the cofactor matrix B(q, J.L), we

apply the formula (B.2) in Appendix B by putting X := Em+l, where Em+1 is
the (m + l)-matrix given by

000

Em+1 :=
000

o 0 1

For At(q, p.) = A(q, p.) + tEm+1, we have alreacly shown that

det A(qO, Jl) = ö~et A (rf, Jl) = 0
qj

in Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3. Moreover we have

Thus we may apply (B.2), and get the following identity

_1 {TI- (BA. 8yt I ). B
/ cpV; 8qj &t t=O

_ ayt . BA . B _ B. BA . Byt }
&t t=O Bqj Bqj ät t=O

at (cf, Il), where yt (J.') is the cofactor matrix of A(cf, JL) + tEm+1. The first
m x m-components of ßtlt=ül't(Jl) 'is- given as the cofactor matrix of the first
m x m-components of A(tf, Il), that is

and the other components of ~lt=:Oyt(J.') vanish. Namely

o

o
000
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Therefore we have

(3.4) (Bßkm+l) = /'l/J {'Ir (BA. YO) .I - YO . 8A} (~ J
Bqj k=l,... ,m+l m 8qj Bqj 1

CP

at (cf, J-L). Recall here the values of 0;:1 (cf, J-L) computed in the proof of Propo
sition 2.3. Now, by direct computation, we have

(3.5)

where

8ßkm+1 (0 )
8

q ,jJ. =
llj

(k,j = 1, ... ,m)
(k = m + Ijj = 1, ... ,m)
(k =1, ... ,mjj =m+1)
(k =j = m+ 1),

(k,j= l, ... ,m)
(k=m+ljj= 1, ... ,m)
(k = 1, ... ,m+1jj =m+ 1).

._ { m(~-1} + Y':t} {m - 1+ (m + cp(J-L)) Et::l1 7j;l(~)-l} (k = j)
G )-:V+;){-l+(m+vH)Lr< -itwÖ} (kfj).

Putting it into (3.1) and (3.2), we get

(3.6) 8J'c (qO, jJ.) =_!(JL)2t/J(Ji,)'J(1-i
8q;

{

2(m - 1 + cp(JJ.» - m-~lf(P)f1'J(Ji,) -111 (JJ)
x (2m + l)cp(l-t)

o
In paIticular, we have

rm+dJ.L) = (r+1)-2 ß2detA . (r+18fk _fk8r+1)
8q18qm+l 8qj 8q; kti;;;l, ... ,m

(Computation of O~g~~l (qO, J-L» First we compute

lfJ det A 0 (8
2
A 0 ° BA 0 8B 0 )8 &im (q, -1) = Tr {Jq 8 (q ,-1)· B(q , -1) + a-(q ,-1-). -0-(q ,-I) .

q1 +1 1 (jm+1 q1 qm+1

It is easy to see that,

- {t
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On the other hand, we have

2-m (1 <;m-l ,0

1 (2 - m)(l ('ß-l 0

~I Y,(-1)= , .
ätt=O

1 (1 (2 - m)(ffl-l 0

° 0 ° 0

By putting these values into (3.3), we have

!
-(m - l)(l-k + (l-l

8ßkt 0 _ (m - l)(l-k
(3.7) 8qm+! (q ,-1) - ~(m _ 1)(1-1

Now, by a straightforward calculation, we have

(k,l==l, ,m)
(k == 1, , m; l == m + 1)
(k == m + 1; l == 1, ... ,m)
(k == l == m + 1).

(3.8)
{fJ detA
a a {cf,-l)=m{m-l)~O.

ql qm+l

Since tJ°~getA (cf, p.) is a polynomial in 11-, it does not vanish for any p. except
ql qrn+l

for finite va.lues.

(ComputatioD of the rank of r m+l(P.» For any J1. > 0, # 1 such that
J!ha~l (cf, J.L) :f; 0, define a cyclic matrix

1 (alk fk 8fm+l
)

~+l :== - (f'lj;)2 8q. - fm+l Bq. ._ . Cl.
J J k,J-l, ... ,m

Then it is dear that the rank of r m+1 is equal to the rank of f'Üm+l' The (k, j)
component "Ykj of r~+1 is given by

m-l+rp m-2+cp
"Ykj == - m 2m 112 - 711,

and the eigenvalues XI, ... ,Xm of f'Üm+1 are given by

m

Xl(J.L) == L "Ylj (J.L) ((l)i- l

i=l

{

(p+l){(m-l)y+m+ l}(J-l)(l-m+ 1)
_ 4,pdp)

o
(l=1, ... ,m-l)
(l == m).

Now it is dear that Xt(J.L) -:I °for l == 2, ... , m - 2, and r~+l is of rank m - 3.
Consequently, r m+l is of rank m - 3 for auy J.L > O,:f; 1 except for finite values.

Now, by Theorem 2.4, we get the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.1. Far almost all given unit vectors v = {VI, ... ,vn } (n ~ 5) in
R3, and nonzero real numbers a = {al, ... ,an} satisfying Ej=l ajVj = 0, there is
a (non-branched) n-end catenoid X : C \ {qt, ... , qn} -+ R 3 such that v(qj) = Vj
and aj is the weight at the end qj.

This theorem and the results for n ~ 4 ([L], [KUY]) imply our main theorem
in Introduction.

Appendix A

In this appendix, we give two lemmas on real analytic families of algebraic
equations which are applied in the proof of Proposition 1.6.

Lemma A.1. Let {!p(ql, ... , qn)}"eRl anti {gp(ql,"" qn)}pERl be two real an
alytic /amilies 0/ polynomials on C 0/ degree bounded by m. Suppose that there
exists a non-empty open subset U such that

(A.l) (p EU).

Then (A.l) holels Jor all pERL such that jp t o.

(Proof.) For each PERL, sinee the degree of Iv is bounded by m, Z(jp) C
Z(gp) if and only if (gp)m is divided by I p• We operate a differential operator

alul
va·=~---. 8qfl .. ·8q;:n

. into t~e r~t~onal function <Pp := (gp)m / fp. Let Na (<pp) ~e. ~J?,~.lynomial f~:nl?,?-1ly

defined as
N°(<pp) := (fp)IaI+ 1 • lYep

which is the numerator part of va<po
Now we fix an element Po E Rl such that fp t 0, and choose an element

Qo E cn such that fPo (qo) '# O. Since Ip is real analytic with respect to the
parameter p, we can take a subdomain V of U such that Ip(qo) -# 0 for an
p E V, and 'PP is a polynomial on C of degree bounded by m 2 for any p E V.
Hence for any multi-index lai> m 2 , we have N°(epp){Qo) = 0 for p E V. By
the real analyticity with respect to the parameter p, we have N°('{JPo)(qo) = 0
for laI> m2

• Sinee IPo(qo) # 0, we get [)O<P(Qo) = 0 for lai> m 2
• Thus <PPo is

also a polynomial on C. (q.e.d.)

The following lemma is easily proved by using the Cauchy-Riemann equa
tion.
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(B.I)

(B.2) BB (0) _
Bq

ßt(q)

Lemma A.2. Let Wo be a totally real subset o/pn-l defined by

lA' •_ {[ 1 n] pn-l. ; R ( . - 1 )}y vo.- a, ... , a E ,a E J - , ... ,n .

Let h be a homogeneous polynomial on C. 11h is identically zero on a non-empty
open subset in Wo, then h - 0 on pn-l .

Appendix B

Let A be an n X n matrix. The cofactor matrix B of A is the matrix satisfying
the identity BA = AB = det A . I. In this appendix, we give an identity which
is useful to compute a differential of the cofactor matrix of a singular matrix.

Let n be a domain in C containing the origin, and A (q) : n ~ M (n, C) a
smooth map into the set of all n x n matrices. Let B(q) be the cofaclor matrix
of A(q). We set A := A(O) and B := B(O). Suppose that

detA = : I detA(q) = O.
q q=o

Then the following lemma holeIs.

Lemma B.I. Let X be an n X n matri.x such !hat 1r(XB) :f. O. Then the
lollowing identity holds:

1 { Tr (BA (0) . Byt ). B
1T(XB) aq ät t=O

_ 8yt I .BA (0) . B - B . BA (0) . ayt I } J

- - &t t=O Bq Bq &t t=O

where yt is the cofactor matrix 01 A + tX.

(Proof.) We set At(q) := A(q) + tX, and denote by Bt (q) its cofactor matrix.
We have the following Taylor expansions:

BA
- (A + tX) + q 8q (0) + o(q),

aBt
- yt + q Bq (0) + o(q).

Since At(q) Bt(q) = det At(q) . I, we have by taking the first degree terms that

81 M 8&a detAt(q) . I = 8(0) . yt + (A + tX) . 8(0).
q q=O q q
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Since
a
&t det(A + tX) = Tr(X B) i=- 0,

t=O

A + tX is non-singular around t = O. Hence we have

aa; (0) - (A + tX)-l ( :qlq=O detAt(q)· I - ~: (0)· Yt)

1l...1 detAt(q) . ~ - yt. BA (0) . yt
_ 8q q=O 8q

det(A + tX)

Apply de L'Hospital rule to the right-hand eide of %!!(O) = limt-+o ~(O). Then
we get the equality (B.2). (q.e.d.)
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